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Article 8 FAQ

What is the proposal?
It’s to authorize spending up to $2.05 million on energy-related upgrades to Tracy Hall and the garages 
for the fire and public works departments.

Most of the money ($1.8 million) would be spent on Tracy Hall; more than half of that is associated 
with providing the building (for the first time) a complete ventilation and cooling system. The balance 
is for installing a ground-source heat pump system that would provide both heating and cooling; 
switching to efficient lighting; adding direct digital controls for building mechanical and electrical 
systems; and air sealing and insulating the attic.

For the two garages, the project includes $133,500 to switch to efficient lighting and to make them part 
of the direct digital control system.

Why is this work being proposed now?
In 2018 the Energy Committee started work on updating the 2010 energy audit of Tracy Hall. In 2019 
Town voters approved an article directing that Town operations reduce their use of fossil fuels 
“beginning at a rate of no less than 5% per year starting in the 2019-20 fiscal year and continuing until 
they are eliminated entirely.” 

There are two reasons to start with Tracy Hall on the fossil-fuel reduction: 1) non-fossil fuel 
alternatives are currently available for buildings but not for the Town’s large vehicles, and 2) Tracy 
Hall by itself accounts for about 15% of the Town’s fossil fuel use.

In addition, Tracy Hall’s current oil boiler is nearing the end of its life; if it were to fail, it would have 
to be replaced quickly and that would lock the facility into fossil-fuel heating for another 25 years.

Why are ground-source heat pumps with geothermal wells being recommended?
Given that the goal is to eliminate fossil fuel use, there are three options for building heat: wood, air-
source heat pumps, and ground-source heat pumps.

Of the three, using ground-source heat pumps with geothermal wells has the most potential benefits:
- it fits the best on the site
- it has the least operational cost
- it is dual-purpose: it can both heat and cool (same for air-source heat pumps)
- it has the least requirements for active maintenance
- it involves no combustion

The project would result in a 35% reduction in total energy use in Tracy Hall; 32% for all three 
buildings combined.

What’s the tax impact?
If the project is financed over 20 years, the tax rate would increase about 1.68 cents. The addition to 
one’s tax bill would range from about $50 for a $300,000 property, to about $100 for a $600,000 
property, to about $168 for a $1 million property. 



Go to norwich.vt.us for a link to the “Information Hub” web page—including a chart showing the 
estimated tax impact for various property values, and the estimated property tax credit for households 
with incomes under $47,000.

Is all the expense for ventilation at Tracy Hall really necessary?
Most of the building now relies on passive ventilation (i.e., open windows), which is not a guaranteed 
or controllable source for outside air for a large building. Tracy Hall does not currently comply with 
building codes; as a “grandfathered” building, this is allowed. Anything other than a simple 
replacement of the oil boiler would require that the building meet Vermont Commercial Building 
Energy Standards, including ventilation and cooling.

An actual ventilation system designed for the building would support energy conservation and enable 
building controls and equipment to be maximized for efficiency and dependability.

While there are some existing ventilation systems in the basement, they cannot be upgraded to include 
heat recovery, are not designed to work with the digital control system proposed, and reusing them will 
not result in a smart, well regulated, efficient building. The air intakes of the current system are right at 
grade line, next to the parking lot; the proposal would elevate them for better air quality. 

Who is the energy consultant advising on this proposal?
It’s Energy Efficient Investments, Inc. (EEI), a performance contractor based in Merrimack, NH. In 
Vermont, EEI has worked with many school districts, including Bennington, Addison Northwest, and 
Mill River. EEI is under contract with the City of Manchester, NH, for energy improvements and 
upgrades for the city’s 85 structures including 24 schools, ten fire stations, and city hall. The firm has 
extensive experience evaluating and improving the energy operations for buildings of all types and 
sizes.

EEI was chosen through a Request for Qualifications process in July-August 2019. EEI staff have done
detailed reviews of Tracy Hall and the garages to develop the facilities proposal, but the Town of 
Norwich will pay EEI only if the proposal is approved at Town Meeting. EEI and the Town will follow 
a bidding process for subcontractors on the project.


